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Luke 16:19-31 

“There was a rich man who was dressed in purple and fine linen and who feasted 

sumptuously every day. 20And at his gate lay a poor man named Lazarus, covered 

with sores, 21who longed to satisfy his hunger with what fell from the rich man’s 

table; even the dogs would come and lick his sores. 22The poor man died and was 

carried away by the angels to be with Abraham. The rich man also died and was 

buried. 23In Hades, where he was being tormented, he looked up and saw Abraham 

far away with Lazarus by his side. 24He called out, ‘Father Abraham, have mercy 

on me, and send Lazarus to dip the tip of his finger in water and cool my tongue; 

for I am in agony in these flames.’ 25But Abraham said, ‘Child, remember that 

during your lifetime you received your good things, and Lazarus in like manner 

evil things; but now he is comforted here, and you are in agony. 26Besides all this, 

between you and us a great chasm has been fixed, so that those who might want to 

pass from here to you cannot do so, and no one can cross from there to us.’ 27He 

said, ‘Then, father, I beg you to send him to my father’s house— 28for I have five 

brothers—that he may warn them, so that they will not also come into this place of 

torment.’ 29Abraham replied, ‘They have Moses and the prophets; they should 

listen to them.’ 30He said, ‘No, father Abraham; but if someone goes to them from 

the dead, they will repent.’ 31He said to him, ‘If they do not listen to Moses and the 

prophets, neither will they be convinced even if someone rises from the dead.’” 
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Thus far in our “Engaging Community” series we have learned that God will stop 

at nothing in seeking after: God seeks after the lost sheep deep within our 

community and deep within each of us.  We have learned that the church is not 

called to ‘selfie mission’ but called to our greater community.  A God who finds 

us, and leads us toward those ‘thin places’ within our communities where God’s 

reign is breaking into the world.  And today we learn that God continues to 

perform the miraculous, as the Spirit gifts us with the ability to see the invisible, to 

see the invisible among us.   

 

Pray 

O God, by your Word and Spirit guide us anew into your sacred story, O God, that 

in your light we may see light, in your truth find freedom, and through your cross 

find peace; through Jesus Christ our Lord.  Amen.   

 

Our passage begins, “There was a rich man…”  After eight years of teaching in 

Columbus, Ohio I resigned from my teaching position to attend Seminary in 

Philadelphia. In my second year of studies I began an internship with a suburban 

church known for their mission outreach efforts.  This internship was my first 

encounter with the middle-upper, upper-middle class. As a seminary student I was 

far from begging, but I identified more with Lazarus and viewed my church as the 

rich man in our text. When I arrived to the church who offered me an internship, 

they were in the process of establishing a non-profit housing ministry in the city of 

Chester, just south of Philadelphia.  During World War II Chester was a booming 

manufacturing and shipbuilding town employing over 100,000.  Rowhomes were 

quickly built to house the surging population, the city economy was flourishing 

and Chester became a desirable blue-collar city – until the manufacturing crashed, 

the city’s economy crashed, some of the quickly assembled houses were literally 
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crashing in as well.  dwindled to 30,000; the city went bankrupt, the schools were 

bankrupt, teachers taught without pay, crime skyrocketed, remaining businesses 

left, including the last grocery store – a city of 30,000 residents with no grocery 

store.  Chester ranked highest in crime and lowest in education. 

 

I was honored when the church offered me the opportunity to be the director of this 

emerging nonprofit housing ministry (but I now realize they probably could not 

recruit anyone else into the position).  I agreed to direct the ministry so long as we 

committed to opening an office in the heart of Chester. When the Session did not 

balk at that idea, I added, “and we need to buy a rowhouse in the heart of Chester, 

a place for the director to live.”  They were reluctant, but they agreed.  So, we met 

with city officials and purchased a house from the city for one thousand dollars, 

which was not much below market value.  After signing a few waiver forms with 

the church, I soon moved into my new home.  The rowhomes on my street, 

Elsinore Place, were sixty percent vacant.  The home directly across from me had a 

tree growing out of the second-floor window with its roots in the basement.  The 

way the street was situated with traffic flow, it invited a lot of activity that had 

little to do with the neighbors who embraced me when I moved in.  

 

I am not sure exactly why, perhaps it us due to shared trauma, but I have never felt 

more connected to my neighbors than on that street.  We cared for one another, 

shared Thanksgiving meals, mourned the steady decline of the community. In my 

years living on Elsinore, there were too many drug deals, occasional shootings and 

uncommon deaths on the street: Deaths which never made the evening news – no 

reporters bothered to report.  We often said life was cheap in Chester, and that 

seemed to be true.  Chester was Lazarus – invisible as people passed by on the 

highway that divided the city.  And Lazarus lives in Buffalo as well. 
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As director of this new nonprofit organization I had an annual salary of $18,000. 

My vehicle at the time was a somewhat beat-up ’79 Volkswagen bus (one in which 

I would use my ice scraper to scrape the inside of my windshield as I drove to 

seminary).  And I was accruing debt thanks to my seminary education.  And, as an 

aside, this was when Linda and I met – if you haven’t figured it out, Linda is the 

saint.  Here’s the thing - economically speaking, while living in Chester even with 

my financial challenges, I was exponentially better off than the vast majority of my 

neighbors.    

 

So when studying Luke’s gospel in my seminary Greek exegesis and New 

Testament classes and encountering Jesus’ (too many) parables that begin, “There 

was a rich man...”  Well, frankly, I read them differently after living on Elsinore 

Place.  With my meager salary, below standard vehicle and ability to accrue debt, I 

was the rich man.  Compared to my community, compared to most of the world, 

my financial security even then was quite secure.  Our passage opens, “There was 

a rich man…” 

 

Luke is relentless with recording Jesus’ parables about the rich, and such parables 

cause at least a tinge of discomfort among us, within us.  The nameless rich man in 

his luxurious robe who knows no hunger, passes by this poor man named Lazarus, 

who lives with hunger.  We are not told what led to man’s riches – was he hard 

working, self-motivated, driven?  Did he pull himself up by his own bootstraps?  

Or did he inherit his wealth – riding on the financial coattails of those who 

preceded him? Or did he take advantage of others with dishonestly sewn into his 

purple robe?  And the poor man: Was he yet another prodigal who squandered his 
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father’s wealth?  Or did he have neither any boots nor bootstraps from which to 

pull himself?  Did he inherit poverty or was he poverty’s random victim? 

 

Apparently, at least for this parable, it matters not how one became rich nor how 

one became poor.  What matters is a rich man habitually passed by a poor man 

without even noticing him – as if the poor man was invisible.  And I get it – 

sometimes it is just easier to look away.  Like when stopped at a stoplight, with the 

disheveled man carrying the cardboard sign reading, “Hungry – Please Help.”  

There is a good chance that he is part of a network of individuals who are actually 

working the street, receiving money from kindhearted people who believe the 

words scribbled out on his cardboard.  There is also the chance he is hungry and 

needs help.  And there lies the tension, should I help or should I not help, or should 

I just look away.  The problem can be systemic as well: policies created to contain 

such people within a certain section of town, or even highways located 

strategically in a city’s design, or a city’s redesign.  Designed so residents will 

need not look away if such people can be kept invisible.   

 

Lazarus was invisible to the rich man. According to the parable, it was only after 

the rich man died he was able to see Lazarus, who stood by Abraham, as a child of 

Abraham.  Jesus continues with the parable which has somewhat of a Christmas 

Carol, Ebenezer Scrooge feel to it: An apocalyptical text with exaggerated imagery 

which offers a wake-up call or a warning.  In her commentary, New Testament 

professor Mitzi Smith says maybe we are missing the point in aligning ourselves 

with either the rich man or the poor man named Lazarus.  She goes on to say that, 

“If this parable is an apocalypse, then Luke is situating the audience not so much in 

the role of either Lazarus or the rich man, but in the role of the five siblings who 

are still alive. The five siblings who are still alive have time to open their eyes. 
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They have time to see the poor people at their gates, before the chasm becomes 

permanent.”1  Smith goes on to say, “We are those five siblings of the rich man. 

We who are still alive have been warned about our urgent situation, the parable 

makes clear. We, the siblings, have Moses and the prophets; we have the 

scriptures; we have the manna lessons of God’s economy, about God’s care for the 

poor and hungry. We even have someone who has risen from the dead. The 

question is: Will we — the five sisters and brothers — see?”2 Will we stop to see 

the invisible among us?   
 

Westminster, as of today from within this sanctuary, we have been answering this 

question for 163 years.  Answering in the affirmative pre-Civil War, through the 

World Wars and wars that followed.  During recessions and great depressions. 

Through slavery abolition, civil rights, women’s rights, gay rights.  Through 

triumphs and tragedies; good times and difficult times.  Seated in your pews on 

nearly sixty thousand Sundays, and engaging our community on the same number 

of weeks. Answering in the affirmative, that miracles do happen: Through the gift 

of the Spirit we can see the invisible; the Lazarus among us.  Again, I invite you on 

this coming Saturday to join together to explore ways how we may engage our 

community to join in God’s efforts of making the invisible seen.   

 

I the name of the Creator, of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.  Amen. 

 
1 https://www.workingpreacher.org/commentaries/revised-common-lectionary/ordinary-26-3/commentary-on-luke-
1619-31-6. 
 
2 Ibid. 


